[Domestication-related behavior as a factor for the long-term adaptation of the sheep hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical system to social isolation].
The reaction of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis (HPA) to social isolation from the herd was studied in 45 ewes of the Altaian breed at the age of 12, 16, and 27 months. The animals belonged to either "wild" or "domesticated" phenotypes which contrasted in the character of feeding and defensive responses to a human. The basal corticoid level in animals of both behavioral phenotypes was similar. The corticosteroid reaction was absent in animals with the "domesticated" type of behavior, while it was significantly pronounced in animals with a clear-cut behavioral reaction of withdrawal from a human ("wild" phenotype) at different ages. Sheep of the "wild" type of behavior were not uniform in the rate of the age-dependent decrease in withdrawal and stress reactions: these reactions were stable in individuals of "conservative" phenotypes. Thus, the ontogenetic formation of the long-term adaptation of the HPA axis of sheep to isolation depends on genetically determined behavior and factors, which control correlated changes in feeding and defensive reactions in animals of the "wild" phenotype.